
Pre-cut Wall, Ceiling & Door   

Vehicle Protection Liners 

Cost Effective 

$500 100% 
Value Reliable 

- $280 
Average Resale 

Value Increase 

Average Saved on 

Vehicle Damages 
Providing the Perfect  

Fit Every Time 

Protection  ·  Value  ·  Quality 



Water Resistant 

Work in the rain, snow or 

sleet? Work around water or 

chemicals? ICONs composite 

material  is resistant to water, 

moisture and freezing so they 

wont disintegrate or rot after 

exposure to moisture! 

Additional Strength 

ICON Wall Panels are much 

stronger and durable than 

traditional wall panels; they 

will not crack or splinter with 

wear and can sustain up to 

2x the impact! 

Lightweight 

ICON wall panels at 5.2mm 

thick, and are the most light-

weight panels available, at 

less than half the weight of 

traditional plywood panels! 

This reduces wear on your 

vehicle and increases your 

efficiency. 

Higher Insulation Value 

ICON wall panels have an R-

Value that is 5x higher than 

traditional panels. This makes 

your vehicle warmer in the 

winter, cooler in summer and 

quieter while on the road! 

 

(888) 565-5584 

59 Intrepid Crt, London ON 

43 Shaft Rd, Toronto ON 

The Smarter Material 

ICON Vehicle Protection Panels are made from 5.2mm thick polypropylene panels. This material offers you more protection, with more 

cargo space & payload capacity, and more benefits. ICON products will keep your van interior & exterior looking great to maintain your 

quality brand image and increased residual value! 

The Perfect Fit 

Why is it important to have perfectly fit  interior panels? Because it increases your 

protection, and reduces the amount of vulnerable areas. Additionally, it allows us to 

utilize factory installation points, and reduces the amount of holes drilled in the vehi-

cle. This also makes it easier & faster to install which reduces cost and downtime. 

ICON Protection Panels are designed from OEM specs to fit the vehicle perfectly. 

CNC manufacturing ensures that the panels are precisely cut, and every panel is an 

exact fit.  


